Meetings

12th WWH-OBD meeting
Bonn (Germany) April 2004
2.5 days meeting + 0.5 days editorial

WWH-OBD editorial meeting
Lyon (France) May 2005
3 days editorial

13th WWH-OBD meeting
Geneva 30 May 2005
1 day meeting
**WWH-OBD**

**WWH-OBD documents**

- Generic module (module B) has been finalised. Draft proposal ready to be issued (informal GRPE document n°16).

- Emission specific module (module C) 80% finalised. Complete preliminary document ready to be circulated for comments (informal GRPE document n°17).

- Introductory module (module A) still under construction.

---

**Module B (generic) – wireless communication**

- In line with the decisions taken by AC3, it is proposed module B will not content any reference to wireless.
- ISO needs to be nevertheless instructed to further work on the issue as originally requested. Module A will contain elements concerning rationale on wireless.

---

**AC3 decision**

112. Agenda item 2.6.12. heavy-duty on-board diagnostics systems (WWH-OBD).

[...] With regard to the development of the specification for the OBD communication (wired/wireless) in the gtr, the presenter [WWH-OBD secretary] suggested a two-step approach. The representative of the United States of America supported this idea.

AC.3 endorsed the proposition.
Module B (generic) – validation by GRPE experts

- A preliminary document has been presented to WWH-OBD further to the Lyon editorial meeting on 30 May.
- A draft document (GRPE informal document n°16) has been finalised further to the comments of WWH-OBD.
- It is proposed GRPE could consider this document and agree on the following process:
  - Comments from all GRPE delegations would be requested by end of August 2005 at the latest.
  - WWH-OBD would take these comments into account in its September meeting.
  - A new draft would be circulated for possible "immediate" editorial comments.
  - The revised draft document would be sent to GRPE as formal document to be considered in January 2006.

Module B (generic) – involvement of other GRs

- Other GRs were formally invited to participate to the WWH-OBD meeting on 30 May 2005.
- It must be recorded a not too large participation of members of these GRs.
- It is suggested GRPE could decide:
  - To report to WP29 in June 2005 about the current status and to send to WP29 draft module B (once validated by GRPE) as an informal document.
  - To send draft module B to all Contracting Parties as informal document for comments by end of August 2005.
  - WWH-OBD would take these comments into account in its September meeting.
Module C (emissions specific) – validation process

- All the major issues but one (monitoring requirements) have been agreed within WWH-OBD. This will be solved by September.
- Text proposal is available for comment on 100% of the issues
- Minor editorial issues remain to be reviewed

It is suggested GRPE could decide:
- To send module C as preliminary document to all GRPE delegates
- To request comments by end of August 2005
- WWH-OBD would take these comments into account in its September meeting
- WWH-OBD would circulate it for possible "immediate" editorial comments
- The revised draft document would be sent to GRPE as formal document to be considered in January 2006

WWH-OBD meeting is scheduled on 19-20-21 September in Chicago to finalise the complete GTR (the 3 modules).

The WWH-OBD draft GTR will be available as formal document mid October 2005 for consideration at the January GRPE meeting

GRPE will review the draft GTR in its January meeting, and could consider at that time the best way:
- to keep, if possible, the original timeline (AC3 approval in its June 2006 session)
- to have, if an amended text is considered by GRPE as necessary, a final GRPE agreement on that text